CARTHAGE, PANOLA COUNTY-SHARPE FIELD (4F2)

Lat: N 32° 10.57’
Lon: W 94° 17.93’
Elev: 248’ MSL
TPA: STD
Sectional: DALLAS-FT WORTH
Downtown to Apt: 02 nm/E

Owner: PANOLA CO
MANAGER: JOHN DE PRESCA, JR.
PANOLA CO. COURTHOUSE
CARTHAGE TX 75633
1305 HWY 79 NORTH
CARTHAGE TX 75633
Phone: 903-693-0391
Fax: 903-693-2726
Phone: 903-693-7856
Fax: 903-693-7894
Web: www.co.panola.tx.us

ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE: MON-FRI: 8:00AM - 5:00PM

FUEL: 100LL 24HRS SELF SERVE

REPAIRS: Airframe: NONE Power Plant: NONE

LIGHTS: DSK-DWN RDO/CTL UNICOM/CTAF: 122.8

REMARKS: FOOD-LODGING (1.2 MI); ENTERPRISE CAR RENTAL;
WATCH FOR DEER ON AND IN VICINITY OF RUNWAY

FIXED BASE OPERATORS: NONE